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Dal libro di testo “ Performer", Compact edition -Editore Zanichelli: 

 

The Civil War  

The Puritans - The Puritan Mind 

King by divine right -The beginning of the Stuart dynasty 

The Civil War - The Restoration of the Monarchy - The Glorious Revolution 

The scientific revolution - New scientific methods 

The Tories and the Whigs 

The means for cultural debates 

The rise of the novel 

Daniel Defoe and the realistic novel - Robinson Crusoe: The story - The Journal 

An age of revolutions - Industrial society 

William Blake and the victims of industrialisation: 

The Tyger - London: lettura e commento 

The American War of Independence 

Emotion vs reason - English Romanticism - A new sensibility 

The emphasis on the individual -  

William Wordsworth: life, Wordsworth and the relationship with nature, the 

importance of the senses, recollection in tranquillity, the poet's task.  

The Manifesto of English Romanticism - Daffodils 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge and sublime nature: life, imagination and fancy, Coleridge's 

view of nature. 

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner: the story, the natural world, the characters. 

The Killing of the Albatross.(Part I, lines 1-82) 

 

Dal libro di testo "Venture 2" ed. Oxford: 

Unit 8: University life - American English. 

Vocabulary: Education: university - British and American English 

Grammar: used to, be used to, get used to - Talking about states and habitual actions 

in the past - Talking about habits and familiar things. 

 

Unit 9:  Moral dilemmas - Family problems. 

Vocabulary: Phrasal verbs - personality - 

Grammar:2nd conditional - If I were you.... - wish - (On) my own - Talking about 

imaginary and hypothetical situations - Making wishes. 

 

Unit 10:  Health and Fitness - Medical discoveries. 

Vocabulary: Health and fitness - Medical science. 

Grammar: could / couldn't, managed to, was / were able to - Past perfect -  Before, 

after, when, by the time - Talking about past ability - Talking about earlier past events. 

 

Unit 11:  - Learning English - Self-image. 

Vocabulary: Learning a foreign language. Appearance and self-image p.280 

Grammar: verb + to or ing - forget, remember, stop, try - have /get something done - 

reflexive pronouns, each other - verb patterns: want, would like, need, help - Talking 

about services and having things done. 



 

Unit 12:  Global disasters - On the phone. 

Vocabulary: Phone language. Global problems and disasters p. 281. 

Grammar; reporting speech: say / tell; say vs tell; reporting time and place; reported 

questions: ask; each every, all. 

 

Unit 13: Reporting - Business success 

Vocabulary: reporting verbs 

Grammar: passive forms, all tenses 
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